
chapter 9

The representational basis of brute
metacognition: a proposal

Joëlle Proust

1. introduction

Self-confidence is based on two sources. One is the current evidence on
which our judgments are built – i.e., on the way the world is. A second
source of confidence comes from evaluating one’s past ability to reach true
judgments. Is such a reflexive ability uniquely human? Surprisingly, the
answer is no: there is growing evidence that some non-human animals
who have not evolved any mindreading capacity, such as macaques and
dolphins, are able to evaluate appropriately their self-confidence level in
perceptual and memory tasks. This result is quite surprising, and suggests
interesting new hypotheses about the evolution of the mind, the role of
non-conceptual content in self-knowledge, the foundations of rational
decision-making, and epistemology.

The set of dispositions that allow self-confidence to develop over time
as a consequence of prior mental exercise has been studied in detail by
experimental psychology, under the heading “Metacognition.” This term,
however, has also been used independently by philosophers and cognitive
scientists interested in the philosophy of mind to designate the ability to
form mental concepts referring to one’s own intentional states or to oneself
as a cognitive agent. Thus the two communities are presently using the word
“metacognition” to refer, respectively, to the ability to control and monitor
one’s own cognition, and to the ability to attribute mental states to oneself
and others. This equivocacy can only encourage some researchers to make
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 As already noticed by David Hume (/, I, , ).
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 The philosophy of animal minds

inappropriate generalizations, either using mindreading as a criterion for
the control of subjective uncertainty (thus excluding a priori the possibility
of non-human self-confidence), or taking mindreading capacities to be
necessarily mastered by self-confident animals and humans (thus over-
attributing mindreading capacities to them). To prevent ambiguity, I will
use “mindreading” to refer to mentalizing abilities and “metacognition” to
refer to the control and monitoring of one’s cognitive capacities.

My present aim is not just to dispell the various misunderstandings
associated with the use of the same term for different purposes. It is, in
addition, to clarify the nature and semantic properties of metacognition
in non-humans. As is the case for every philosophical inquiry concerning
animal minds, studying animal metacognition should provide new per-
spectives on the structure of mental content and on mental activity in
general.

This exploration will proceed in four steps. First, the experimental evi-
dence for animal metacognition will be briefly presented (section ) and
the difficulties of a metarepresentational view on metacognition summa-
rized. Second, the possibility of alternative, non-propositional semantic
structures will be discussed (section ). A specific representational format
that might be sufficient for animal metacognition to develop will be exam-
ined (section ). Finally, some objections will be addressed, and further
developments of the proposal will be considered (section ).

2. experimental evidence on animal
metacognition: a puzzle

In the psychology of human metacognition, one typically collects evidence
about what subjects think they are able or will be able to perceive, or
remember, or how well they think they did (or will do) on a task, by using
a simple method: one asks them. Experiments on animal metacognition,
mutatis mutandis, follow the same pattern. Perceptual or memory tasks are
offered to animals, with or without an “opt-out ” structure. In certain trials,
once presented with the stimuli for that trial, animals can choose to perform
the task or not. In others, they are forced to respond. A metacognitive
animal should tend to use the uncertainty key on a stimulus in those
cases in which, in a forced choice condition for that stimulus range, its
responses are produced at random. It is rational for the animal to opt out,

 On metaperception, see Levin ().
 On metamemory, see Koriat () and Nelson and Narens ().
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i.e., express its uncertainty, in those cases where it predicts that it cannot
meet the informational demands of the task. We can illustrate the opt-
out paradigm with Hampton’s () experiment. Animal subjects have to
evaluate their ability to remember which stimulus was previously presented
to them: after a variable delay, they must either report that a probe just
presented was or was not included in what they saw in a former episode
(the temporal interval varies between  and  sec), or decide to opt out.

The first striking result of the metacognitive experiments conducted
in comparative psychology is that animals such as rhesus monkeys and
dolphins can reliably express their self-confidence, with no access to rein-
forcement scheduling. Animals that solve a metacognitive task for a set of
stimuli prove able to transfer their ability to new stimuli and new tasks.
Capuchin monkeys and pigeons, however, tend to use the “uncertainty
key” randomly. A second striking result is that subjects, whether humans
or non-humans, seem to have personal preferences for using particular
metacognitive strategies. Some seem to be quite ready to admit that they
are uncertain, while others seem to prefer to incur a risk and pay the
associated cost, by offering direct tentative answers. This variation, in the
eyes of comparative psychologists, shows that metacognition is indeed a
decisional process, which reflects a subject’s general epistemic attitudes and
motivations.

These results clash with a well-established view, according to which
metacognition necessarily involves a metarepresentational capacity, a capac-
ity that develops in human children between  and  years of age and
allows them to attribute mental states to themselves or to others – to “read
minds.” Granting that vertebrates have a form of propositional represen-
tation of states of affairs, the classic view entails that subjective uncertainty
is expressed in thought by recursive representations in which first-order
representations are embedded in second-order representations (e.g., “my
perceiving/judging/believing that this is a dense presentation”), the latter
having in turn the property of being uncertain to degree p. How then could
metacognition be available to monkeys and dolphins, which do not master
mental concepts?

 Obviously, this kind of experiment must meet various methodological constraints in order to make
sure that the animal has not been reinforced to press the uncertainty key when specific stimuli are
presented to him. On these constraints, see Smith et al. ().

 Smith et al. (). For a review, see Smith et al. () and Son and Kornell ().
 Michael Beran, personal communication.
 Inman and Shettleworth (), Kornell et al. (), and Smith et al. ().
 Smith et al. () and Smith et al. ().
 Flavell (). For a detailed discussion of this view, see Proust ().
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 The philosophy of animal minds

A philosopher confronted with this puzzle, however, will want to take
a closer look at the empirical evidence. Peter Carruthers () claims
that a combination of first-order attitudes is sufficient to explain animals’
use of the uncertainty key in Smith et al.’s metaperceptual paradigm. He
presents two distinct “rules” that, on his view, suffice to account for the
data. The first states that when a task-stimulus is processed at a sensory
threshold, the beliefs expressing the two possible perceptual categorizations
between which the animal is oscillating, e.g., [that the pattern is sparse]
and [that the pattern is dense], are both weak conclusions. In such a case,
the belief that wins is the stronger one. And given that the opt-out key has a
reward associated with it, the animal will choose this stronger conclusion. A
second rule is meant to explain the cases where, although the attitudes have
different strengths, the animal “is reluctant to act, and seeks either further
information, or some other alternative for action.” The key idea here is
that conflict in input or in plans with equal or closely similar strengths
(that is, first-order perceptions or categorizations) motivates the animal to
switch modes of response. A “gate-keeping mechanism” allows animals to
opt out when uncertainty reaches a critical level.

Can Carruthers’ two rules account for the opt-out response pattern in
non-humans? I will only briefly summarize my response to this question,
as a full discussion can be read elsewhere. Carruthers’ first rule indeed
can explain part of the opt-out responses if trial-by-trial reinforcement is
provided: for the animals can in such cases associate a given predictive value
with each individual stimulus, without having to evaluate their subjective
uncertainty. If, furthermore, the uncertainty key is selectively reinforced
by a small amount of food, then it is represented in the task as a state
of the world (as a predictor for a small amount of food). At the present
stage of research, however, these two potential problems are dealt with.
Reinforcement of the uncertainty key is not offered, novel test stimuli
are used, and transfer of the ability to novel tasks is tested. One cannot
invoke the strength of a stimulus as guiding the animal’s behavior, when
this stimulus is not reinforced: the first rule cannot apply any longer.
The second rule, however, does apply, but is perfectly coherent with a
metacognitive reading. Having conflicting impulsions, over time, to act or
not to act on a given stimulus, the subject is not certain of his ability to
categorize, even though it believes that the world is one way or another. So
the switching does depend on subjective – not objective – features, such

 Carruthers (, section .).  See Proust and Smith (in preparation).
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as a sense of ability, combined with the practical knowledge of a given
cost/benefit ratio.

If this line of reasoning is correct, we are now confronted with the puzzle
in clearer terms. If metacognition exists in non-humans, and supposing
that non-humans have propositional thinking, what is the representational
format allowing flexible metacognitive calls in non-humans?

3. which representational format
for metacognition?

3.1. Particular-based and feature-based systems

If it is granted that animal metacognition is made possible by comparators
(i.e., control equivalents of gate-keeping mechanisms) whose function is to
monitor and control subjective uncertainty, it need not be taken to consist
of a single ability reflected in many different contexts; it might rather result
from multiple forms of regulation that have separately evolved to monitor
specific cognitive mechanisms: each with its informational source, its learn-
ing dynamics, its anatomical substrate, and its selective pathology. It can be
argued, however, that these various metacognitive mechanisms might nev-
ertheless have a common representational format, and share basic anatom-
ical resources (implementing, inter alia, working memory and inhibitory
devices). The term “representational format” refers to the general way in
which information is captured and used by a system to guide behavior.
Philosophers often take for granted that a propositional format is the only
possible way of forming thoughts. It is quite plausible that full-fledged
rational, communicable thoughts that humans are able to form require a
propositional structure; but it may well be that animal thinking, as well
as human thinking on certain occasions, relies on other representational
formats to collect, combine, retrieve, and evaluate emotional, perceptual,
and motor information.

As Frege (/) recognized, and as Strawson () emphasized,
a propositional analysis of thought contents comes with a metaphysics:
the world appears to be composed of independent particulars as bearers
of properties and relations, which themselves are dependent universals.
Basic particulars are reidentifiable, independent entities: material objects
or persons. Universals are either sortals (often expressed by common nouns
allowing us to count particulars, like “three apples”) or characterizing
universals (expressed by verbs and adjectives). A propositional format offers
a general framework for referring to objects, and to truth values, in a
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 The philosophy of animal minds

unified spatiotemporal system. Let us call forms of language or thought
with this structure particular-based representational systems (from now on:
PBS).

On a view widely shared among philosophers, human rationality
depends on propositional format because it maps the structure of the
world onto the mental, allowing thinkers to recombine the constituents
at will, and to form conceptual deductions and inferences based on prob-
abilistic regularities. It is uncontroversial that not all animals have access
to such a form of thinking (most invertebrates may lack it, and most
vertebrates would have access only to primitive forms of propositional
thinking). There are, in particular, two properties of human learning
which most invertebrates seem to lack. They may not have any way of
reidentifying objects, or themselves, as the same over time: their represen-
tational system does not respond to the principle of objectivity. Let us use
“protoconcepts” for the protosymbolic classifiers that non-verbal animals
use to categorize properties and events, and possibly infer other proper-
ties from them without fulfilling the objectivity constraint. When animals
cannot reidentify independent objects, their protoconcepts fail to subsume
individual entities. If, however, protoconcepts do not apply to individual,
numerically distinct property-bearers, they fail to be “strictly determined,”
as concepts normally are. As Frege made clear (after Kant), it must be the
case, for any individual, that it either falls, or does not fall, under a given
first-order concept (vague concepts do not have this property; this is why
they pose a serious problem for propositional thinking). Protoconcepts,
having no individuals in their scopes, should present a property similar
to vagueness: they should fail to be well-determined. Protoconcepts, like
vague predicates, have no exact boundaries. They have, rather, similarity-
based conditions of application. The protoconcept of [prey], for example,
will apply to visual patterns similar to a prototypical prey pattern. This
in turn makes it questionable to say that a protoconcept truly applies
to some particular (currently perceived) pattern. It would be more ade-
quate to say that protoconcepts are more or less efficient classifiers: they
have conditions of well-formedness and of efficiency, without being truth-
evaluable.

A second closely related difference concerning the application of proto-
concepts has to do with breadth of scope: protoconcepts with no objectivity
should also fail to fulfill the generality constraint. In virtue of the generality

 See Proust (, ) and Bermúdez (a). [Editor’s note: see Bermúdez (chapter ) for a similar
view, and Carruthers (chapter ) for a defense of conceptual and propositional forms of thinking in
invertebrates.]
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constraint, grasping the truth-conditions for “Peter will come” and for
“Anna is late” would allow one to grasp the truth-conditions for “Anna
will come” and for “Peter is late”: predicates are not tied in thought to
particulars, and neither are particulars tied to predicates. The generality
constraint emphasizes the role, in rational thinking, of the ability to com-
bine atomic sentences in arbitrary ways using rule-governed operations. If
an animal cannot represent complex thoughts, involving negation, quan-
tification, hypothetical reasoning, it cannot be said to think in the way
humans think.

A plausible hypothesis is that the articulation, in human thought, of
conceptual and non-conceptual contents reflects the evolutionary succes-
sion of two different, generatively entrenched, representational formats.
The more recent particular-based representational system (PBS) would be
generatively dependent on a former representational system, which will
be identified below as the feature-based representational system (FBS). PBS
would thus be able to enrich FBS. Several characteristics of FBS might
survive in the enriched format, such as analog representation, embodiment,
and vagueness.

My hypothesis is that metacognition, perception, and action are
represented – at least in part – in an FBS format. In order to examine the
possible structure of FBS representations, we will contrast the proposed
view with the closely related notion of feature-placing representational
systems (FPS).

3.2. Feature-placing representational systems

Several authors have tried to capture the ability of animals to navigate
through space, and register states of affairs in a way that does not involve
reference to objects or attribution of properties. On this view, the act
of placing a feature is a basic competence that can be exercised without
concept possession, generality, or objectivity. A feature, as opposed to a
property, can be represented as exemplified or “incidental” with no sense
of a contrast between a representing subject and a represented object. A
standard example of a feature-placing sentence is:

() Water! (here, now)

 See Dummett (), Evans (), and Strawson, (). [Editor’s note: see Carruthers’ (chapter )
discussion on the generality constraint.]

 On this concept, see Wimsatt () and Proust ().
 On the formal properties of the process of enrichment, see Carnap ().
 See Bermúdez (a), Campbell (), Cussins (), Dummett (), and Smith ().
 Glouberman ().
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In this type of sentence, a mass-term (e.g., “water”) is presented as holding
at a given time and at a given place – no individual referent can be specified,
no “completeness” (understood as “saturatedness”), no place-identification
is presupposed. Sortals, also called “count nouns,” cannot be expressed
in this format. You cannot, for example, count water. What you can do,
however, is evaluate the degree to which an affordance is present (there may
be little or much water). A minimalist view of features takes them to be
close to Gibson’s “affordances” (i.e., informational patterns with survival
significance). Features, as affordances, belong to an ontology where no
subject–world division is operating. These patterns inform the animal
that something valuable or dangerous needs to be acted upon in a certain
way (captured, ingested, fled from).

As anticipated in section ., the representation expressed by () is not a
belief, for it is not structured propositionally: it cannot be true or false. But,
as a representation, it obeys formal constraints (e.g., graduality), and it can
be misapplied: it has success conditions. What is expressed in a feature-
placing episode like () is a conative/expressive relation characterizing an
“environmental experience.” It can fail either because the efficient cona-
tive dimension does not offer the best control given the environment, or
because the environment does not include the affording factor (the feature
is misplaced). Both errors may occur in one single FPS episode. What
deserves to be emphasized is that FPS representations need to produce an
evaluation combining the urgency of the need and the quantity or inten-
sity of the associated outcome. One can suggest, then, the following basic
structure for an FPS representation:

() Some (much, little) drinking affordance!

What kind of thinking, then, does an animal perform with FPS representa-
tions? It identifies an affordance, categorizes it for its intensity on a gradient

 See Bermúdez ().
 Affordances are relational, rather than being objective or subjective properties. As Gibson observes:

An important fact about the affordances of the environment is that they are in a sense objective, real,
and physical, unlike values and meanings, which are often supposed to be subjective, phenomenal
and mental. But, actually, an affordance is neither an objective property nor a subjective property;
or it is both if you like. An affordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective–objective and helps
us to understand its inadequacy. (Gibson [], p. )

 The expression is borrowed from Cussins (), p. . Ruth Millikan describes such thoughts as
“Pushmi-Pullyu” (Millikan []). There is no indication in her article, however, that she is trying
to characterize a distinctive non-propositional representational format.

 There are cases where failing to relate conative states with their proper targets may be lethal for
animals. Consider, for example, how traps and lures work.
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scale, and triggers the associated motor programs. Thinking in FPS is pre-
dictive: the conative and epistemic expectations largely determine which
features are attended to. Emotions can be further amplified when a given
feature has been perceived, in order to select appropriate actions.

3.3. Feature-based representational systems

Our present problem is not to determine how objectivity and spatial think-
ing interact, for metacognition has very little to do with spatial information.
We can transform FPS, however, so that it can express what needs to be
expressed in a system able to exercise metacognition. Given this goal, we
need to distinguish a “feature-placing” representational system (FPS) from
a “feature-based” system (FBS). The basic difference between an FPS and
an FBS is that the first evaluates an environmental affordance as being
incident (at a time and at a location) while the second evaluates a mental
affordance as being incident (at a time). Just as an environmental affordance
is represented in order to predict the outcome of the associated motor pro-
gram, a mental affordance is represented in order to predict the outcome of
the associated mental action. For example, if a high-benefit, high-risk task
requires detailed perception (or memory) of a visual display, the animal
needs to decide whether or not it is appropriate to act on the information
it has. Expressed in words, an example of an FBS representation would be
something like

() Poor (excellent, etc.) A-ing affordance!

Here “A-ing” points to the current mental disposition exercised as part of
the task (categorizing, remembering, comparing, etc.). For example, the
animal appreciates whether it is able to perform a task requiring what the
theorist calls “remembering a test stimulus.” The metacognitive part of
the task does not consist in remembering a test stimulus, but in predicting
whether one’s ability to remember is sufficient given the task demands. Just
as human beings sometimes need to evaluate whether they have reliable
information in store before performing a given task, the animals studied by
Hampton, Smith, and their colleagues have to determine not only whether
what they perceive or remember is an X, but whether they can perceive or
remember at all. Affordances, in this analysis, are relations between the status
of a mental disposition and a given outcome: a “good” disposition predicts
success, a “poor” one predicts failure. Mental affordances are thus similar
to physical affordances, for which bodily dispositions are relevant as well
as mental ones. One can only hypothesize, at this point, that physical and
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mental affordances are presented to subjects through specialized indicators.
Before we come to this point, we first need to consider an objection to the
analysis of FBS using ().

A reader might, indeed, object that the term “A-ing” only makes sense
when we attribute to the animal the possession of the associated mental
concept of A-ing; non-human animals, however, cannot employ mental
concepts. Let us insist, in response, that the animal may represent A-
ing without having to represent it as a mental disposition. It does not
need to have the concept of remembering to remember, and it does not
need to identify a memory condition as a memory condition to evaluate
its memory when deciding what to do. As we saw above, an FBS only
represents global affordances, in a way that does not need to distinguish the
subjective from the objective contributions. If it is granted that affordances
can be represented through features, then one should admit that mental
affordances are also possible targets for feature-based representations. (This
argument is developed in section  below.)

In summary, let us compare an FPS representation like () with an FBS
representation like (). The former only requires that the animal be properly
coordinated with an environmental affordance to be able to represent the
associated feature (in space, but not as spatial ). Similarly, representing
() only requires that the animal be properly coordinated with a mental
affordance to represent it in a mental, normative “space,” but neither as
mental, nor as normative. To clarify how a representation can be adequately
coordinated in the absence of environmental cues, we need to pursue the
comparison with how coordination occurs in FPS.

3.4. Features as non-conceptual contents

In order to flesh out the parallel between FPS and FBS, we need first to
understand how an animal can use information that features in FPS. For
example, how might an animal use the following FBS representation

() [in front, big prey affordance]

to guide its behavior? In answering this, we want to know:
(i) What are the cues that spatially lead to the affordance?

(ii) How much “prey stuff ” is there in front as compared to other areas?
(iii) Is the acting option still available or not?
(iv) What is the optimal route to the goal?
These various dimensions of information indeed constrain any action
developing in space: “where,” “what,” “when,” and “how” questions need
to be answered for an action to be triggered. Is the semantic structure of
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FPS thoughts, as articulated in ()–(), sufficient to make this information
available to a decision system?

Answering this question requires two steps. The first is to recognize the
role of embodiment in generating non-conceptual contents. As first shown
by Evans (), a theorist interested in capturing the semantics of non-
conceptual content needs to refer to an animal’s skills and abilities; these
abilities constrain how non-conceptual content is generated and used. They
are not, however, constituents of the representation that the animal forms
in its interaction with the environment (just as space is not a constituent of
an FPS representation). Or, in Cussins’ words, the “realm of embodiment”
is needed to specify the “realm of reference,” without being part of the
latter. These skills and abilities therefore qualify as basic elements in a
non-objective, dynamical ontology. Cussins calls them “cognitive trails.”

Here is an example of how embodiment constrains cognitive trails. A
salticid “jumping” spider, Portia labiata, preys mostly on other spiders
rather than on insects. It is thus equipped to prey either inside or out-
side its own web. Having, in contrast to other spiders, high-resolution
vision, Portia has an innate disposition to form visual search-images for
preferred prey (other spiders). If the spider categorizes specific prey pat-
terns rather than independent objects, it offers a model of a feature-placing
representational system. The ability to exercise visual search in diverse
neighbourhoods clearly depends on how Portia’s cognitive capacities are
embodied (other spiders stay in their webs, and track their prey through
felt vibrations). Evolution and learning explain Portia’s behavior and moti-
vation as based on non-conceptual representations: its search-images. Now
what about Portia’s experience? An agent, according to Cussins, does not
have conscious access to the cognitive trails it uses, since these are mere
dispositions. What can be experienced, however, is trail tracking: fea-
tures are presented non-conceptually as constituting a situated intensive
affordance – in a way that allows fine-grained perceptual recognition and
action.

 See Evans () and Cussins ().  See Cussins (), pp. –.
 The term “embodiment,” when used from the animal’s perspective, is used by Cussins to refer

not to an animal body/mind, which would presuppose an unwanted contrast between body/mind
and world, but rather to holistic “way-finding abilities through an environmental feature-domain”
(Cussins [], p. ). Affordances thus relate to way-finding abilities as types of these abilities.

 See Jackson and Li ().
 Section . offers reasons to deny spiders access to a PBS, due to lack of objectivity.
 I will not discuss here the issue of the applicability of the notion of non-conceptual content to

subpersonal states. I will simply accept the view defended in Peacocke () and Bermúdez ()
that it is so applicable. It seems admissible that Portia, although it may not have a first-person-level
type of experience, still has non-conceptual contents that motivate it to act as it does.
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A second step consists in pointing out that the relation of a cognitive
trail to trail-tracking can be redescribed as the relation between a regulation
space available to an animal as a consequence of its phylogenetic and
ontogenetic history, and a given control episode within the space of possible
regulations. A regulation space indeed offers (i) a description of all possible
trajectories to a given goal (where “trajectory,” in contrast with “trail,” may
not be spatial, but refers to a succession of commands), and (ii) a selection of
trajectories (in that framework) currently available to the agent (a selection
constrained by his positioned scenario). A regulation space thus includes all
the possible trajectories already present in the animal’s repertoire, and their
possible combinations; it corresponds closely to Cussins’ set of available
cognitive trails.

On this background conception, non-conceptual contents are thus
determined by a regulation space (rather than merely by a type of embod-
iment). It is, on this view, not primarily embodiment that makes non-
conceptual contents non-conceptual, it is their being dynamically gener-
ated by control episodes, which happen to involve, in most cases, one
or several bodies moving through space as a main source of internal and
external feedback. Thus the second step only involves a theoretical inter-
pretation of step one. Portia’s total set of cognitive trails composes her
regulation space. Portia’s jumping on another spider is made possible by
the non-conceptual content of her vision, which also motivates her to act
(i.e., track a given trail or select and operate a given command).

Our framework, as completed, offers straightforward answers to our
four questions above. Question (i) can be answered, following the Evans–
Cussins line, in control terms. When there exists a cognitive trail to the goal
(i.e., when a control model is available in the regulation space), embodied
non-conceptual content (in this case: visual feedback) allows a spider to
know where, in its peripersonal space, the prey is located, even though it
cannot identify places as individual locations.

Question (ii) is much easier to solve given our control apparatus. The
question of how much prey stuff there is in front as compared to other areas
or times would seem to be beyond reach for an animal who cannot form
representations of objective space, or represent alternative contexts. There
is, however, a simple way of constructing comparative intensity for a control
system. It is enough, in this system, to have established a mean value over

 A body, actually, can itself be analyzed as an integrated set of regulations, decomposing into a
control part and an image part.

 The question of whether an animal which has only FPS or FBS – and therefore has no concepts –
can entertain non-conceptual contents will be dealt with in section .
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prior encounters with the same affordance type to be able to compare it with
the present encounter. This mean value can also be established innately, as
is the case for primary emotions. Therefore, the norm does not need to be
explicitly represented to be active in triggering an intensity judgment. The
animal only needs to have a calibrating mechanism that reflects or resonates
to the intensity of the affordance type. The representation of intensity is
successful insofar as it predicts affordance sufficiency for adequate behavior
given a motivation level. Intensity might be coded non-conceptually by
a set of subpersonal features. In Portia, for example, affordance intensity
might be calibrated by the mean value of the search-image, as well as by the
emotions and dispositions to act that are associated with visually capturing
its prey. In this way, an animal incapable of propositional thinking is able
to represent the contrast between intensities.

To know whether an affordance is still available, or whether it is too late
to act, as question (iii) asks, the animal can rely on the time and frequency
aspects of its non-conceptual representation, a form of content that plays
a major role in timing its actions or effecting dynamic couplings with the
actions of others. Again there are specific forms of non-conceptual content
that can be used to select the correct command and monitor its successful
application. Portia may rely on motor representations to know when and
how to act on a given affordance appropriately, given the specific size and
agility of its prey.

Finally, the answer to question (iv) – how to determine an optimal, or
at least satisfactory, route to the goal – depends on inverse modeling. In
so-called “modular” theories for inverse modeling, a system stores pairs of
inverse and direct models, associating a given realized goal with a given
command. Embodied non-conceptual contents have been shown to play
a role in representing these pairs. For example, the seen orientation of a
cup helps select the hand used to grasp it and the orientation of the wrist.

If these considerations are on the right track, FPSs express affordances
through their specific non-conceptual contents; the same contents that
underlie featural recognition of affordances also structure an animal’s con-
trol of these affordances. It is thus clearer that non-conceptual contents
are the ingredients of the dynamic models that are made available to an
animal (innately and through learning) to control perception and action.
One might thus propose () as offering the fine-grained non-conceptual
structure that is included in a given FPS representation:

 See Wolpert and Kawato ().  See Jacob and Jeannerod ().
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() Affordance A (intensity I, direction D, in temporal interval dt, with
control C )

Let us now turn to the feature-based representational system (FBS). Can a
similar account be offered of how an animal can exercise metacognition?

4. non-conceptual contents in a feature-based format

Our way of representing affordances in metacognition was exemplified by

() There is (poor, excellent) A-ing affordance,

where “A-ing” refers globally rather than subjectively to a mental disposi-
tion (e.g., remembering, perceiving, etc.). Is our two-step strategy able to
account for the information that () expresses? In particular, how are we to
respond to the following questions, parallel to those that were raised about
FPS:

(i) What is the cognitive trail that leads to a mental affordance?
(ii) How much “affordance” is there now as compared to other times?

(iii) Is the affordance still available or is it too late to act?
(iv) What is the optimal route to the mental affordance?
Responding to these questions again requires finding out whether there is
a systematic way in which such information can be structured by embod-
ied skills and abilities in the animal: can non-conceptual contents also be
used by a control system to select mental goals (such as obtaining quali-
tatively and quantitatively adequate information)? The difficulty for FBS,
compared with FPS, is that animals using an FBS cannot rely on spatial
non-conceptual features, such as shapes, colors, or search-images. But this
difficulty can be overcome, if one observes that there are other types of
information that may be extracted, which are already used in an FPS: in
particular, intensity in proprioceptive signals and time information.

To characterize these two types, I will start with a human example for
the sake of clarity. The common tip of the tongue experience, or TOT,

is the experience of having muscular activity in the tongue, felt not as an
odd bodily manifestation, but as a predictor for the ability to come up
with a missing word. Research on phenomenology in TOTs shows that
there may be three qualitative dimensions fused in this feeling. One is
intensity of a felt bodily signal. A second aspect of non-conceptual content
is intensity of a felt emotion involved in the TOT experience. A third aspect

 For a review of TOT research, see Brown ().
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resides in the feeling of imminence (i.e., the sentiment of being able to soon
recover the word). A high value on each dimension seems to predict high
subjective confidence and likelihood of prompt retrieval. The affordance
that a TOT allows one to grasp is the availability of a particular word in
one’s memory.

This example will help us answer the four questions above. Question (i)
requires qualifying the cognitive trail to a mental affordance. Just as space
is processed by Portia in an embodied way, a non-human animal can have
access to a mental affordance by using a reinforced cognitive path. There is
indeed a temporal contiguity between the experience of making a choice
(categorizing a pattern as dense or sparse by pressing key A or B) and
the experience of a delay generated by uncertainty. A temporal lag presents
the animal with an error-signal: as compared with normal behavior, the
present activity is impaired. Here is the essential point: although the delay
is a natural consequence of task difficulty, it becomes in addition a natural
signal carrying information about a need to know what the affordance is.
A plausible hypothesis therefore is that a temporal comparison between
expected time for completion of the task and observed time, occurring as
part of a given controlled activity (i.e., including a comparator), offers a
key to making a mental affordance salient to the animal.

Question (ii) has to do with how an animal can non-conceptually grasp
the amount of a mental affordance. The way an affordance is evaluated
as high or low is reflected by what is called, in the literature on human
metacognition, an “epistemic feeling.” As our TOT example suggests,
comparators can monitor several non-conceptual aspects of these features
represented in thoughts like () above. Epistemic feelings can be felt as weak
or strong, according to the activity in their dedicated somatic markers.

They can carry the sense of a more or less imminent resolution. Lastly, they
can be endowed, to a greater or lesser extent, with motivational force. Such
motivation to continue performing a mental task – such as trying harder
to remember – might be a non-conceptual indicator for the associated
affordance. An additional source of non-conceptual emotional content
consists in the specific dynamical intensity pattern characterizing a men-
tal affordance. Some epistemic feelings have a distinctive “acceleration”

 See Schwartz et al. ().
 A somatic marker, as defined by Damasio, is a bodily signal whose function is to influence the

processes of response to stimuli. We here take somatic markers to influence the processes of rational
decision in general – including metacognition. See Damasio et al. ().

 For an analysis disentangling the control and the monitoring aspects of a feeling of knowing, see
Koriat () and Koriat et al. ().
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aspect that naturally represents a high-valued dynamic affordance (com-
pare insight and exhilaration). The feelings that can be used by Smith’s
macaques are plausibly generated by perceptual fluency, an oculo-motor
ability developing over time; here too, intensity in fluency, duration of
hesitation, opposite motivations for acting and reaching the reward, might
help the animal evaluate its internal level of uncertainty.

Question (iii) asks how an animal can know whether an affordance is still
available or not. In mental as well as in bodily action, the estimated time
of a course of action can only be appreciated by extracting the information
through partial simulation of the execution of the associated task. The
animal can compare the mean values of the respective timings for (a) the
required action (based on prior experiences for a type of task), and (b) his
prior efforts to reach similar mental affordances. It is therefore arguable that
the estimated time for a mental action to attain its goal is given by a forward
model simulating that action, just as in the bodily case. Non-conceptual
contents constitute significant landmarks in such covert simulatory
activity.

Interestingly, answering question (iv) is much simpler in the case of
metacognition than in the case of bodily action. When acting to grasp an
affordance in space, on the basis of an FPS, one needs to select one of
the cognitive trails that are in the repertoire, which creates competition
between solutions. In contrast, mental affordances (such as the disposition
to remember something) seem to be quite constrained as to how they can
be exploited. A subject who needs to retrieve a cue from her memory in FBS
seems to have a single trail available. This may be related to the fact that the
types of information used to trigger the action are restricted to time and
intensity: the paths cannot be easily varied for lack of alternative feedback.
It is a different story, however, when a human subject has access to a propo-
sitional store of information. In this case, she has potential access to folk
theories about the mind, and may use alternative strategies to predict her
mental affordances (for example, using heuristics from popular wisdom).
These considerations suggest the following fine-grained non-conceptual
structure of feature-based predictive metacognitive representations:

() Affordance A (intensity I, in temporal interval dt, with control C ).

 On this difference, see Carver and Scheier ().  For a full defense, see Proust ().
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5. objections, responses, and new questions

The interpretation of animal cognition presented above aims to offer a real-
ist reconstruction of the information that is causal in generating behaviors
and practical decisions in non-humans. The basic idea is that cognition
operates in two generatively entrenched formats. The most ancestral for-
mat has two subtypes: feature-placing, which helps the animal to navi-
gate, categorize, and exploit environmental affordances, and feature-based,
which allows the animal to exploit mental affordances. Metacognition
is hypothesized to be represented as a feature-based system, which would
explain how some non-human species might have evolved it. The more
recent format is propositional – that is, particular-based. Only the latter
format can be used recursively to form metarepresentations.

 The present proposal has concentrated on predictive metacognition. Future empirical research
should also investigate whether non-human animals can also retrospectively evaluate their own
mental actions in a metacognitive way (for example: regret a decision).

 See Proust ().  See Proust ().

A reader might object that our solution is purely ad hoc, inventing a
representational format when there is no independent reason to do so. It
is true that the distinction between the propositional and the two feature-
involving formats was initially introduced to explain how metacognition
might work, given the various puzzles generated when describing its opera-
tion in metarepresentational terms, and the unsatisfactory explanation that
reduces it to objective uncertainty.39 There are, however, additional argu-
ments in favor of the present hypothesis. First, it explains the emergence of
flexible informational use in phylogeny. Many non-human animals, hav-
ing no sense of objectivity, hence no ability to represent an independent
world, are clearly able to adjust to world changes. Such flexibility pre-
supposes an ability to control one’s behavior in an endogenous way (by
extracting and exploiting regularities in the outer world and in monitoring
one’s own cognitive condition), which in turn requires representational
use.40 The present proposal is that featural representations are the basis of
such flexibility.

A second reason is that it helps explain how propositional content
evolved from prior representational formats. It makes little evolutionary
sense to say that propositional thought appeared with the emergence of
linguistic abilities, for linguistic abilities themselves require flexible con-
trols to be exercised. The idea that a propositional system redescribes or
enriches contents delivered by a more ancient memory store is supported by
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A third reason is that this assumption promises to clarify some puzzles
concerning non-conceptual content. If it is true that FPS and FBS exist
independently of, and prior to, propositional representation, the question
whether they coexist with propositional thought in humans, or whether
they have been replaced by propositional thought, might become a subject
for interdisciplinary research. The present proposal suggests that, whichever
position is adopted on this issue, non-conceptual contents should be treated
as autonomous relative to concept possession, as they are present in a
format that does not include predication. Such autonomy is independently
supported by the fact that non-conceptual contents provide non-circular
access to the possession conditions of perception and action concepts.

A second objection is that a system with no objectivity cannot involve
the normative constraints associated with mental content. This second
objection takes up a famous argument for rejecting the autonomy of non-
conceptual content: objective place reidentification is a fundamental pre-
condition for having an integrated representation of a situation. With no
correctness conditions for spatial representations, however, such integration
is impossible, and the concept of content itself is lost. Thus feature-placing
and feature-based systems would not generate thought contents.

There are various ways to counter this objection. One is to show
that rejecting autonomy leads to severe problems for concept acquisi-
tion. Another is to define non-conceptual content independently of the
semantics for propositional systems, as is done in this chapter, in the wake of
Cussins’ () contribution. Non-conceptual contents, on this alternative
view, are viewed as stabilizing features in affordance control. Stabiliza-
tion has two facets crucially conjoined in non-conceptual content. It plays
a functional role in recognizing features over time (remember that fea-
tures have no strict boundaries) and mediates successful interactions with
the environment. Denying an animal the ability to form non-conceptual
representations would accordingly entail denying that it can recognize
affordances, act upon them, and revise its featural models. Finally, one
might develop a notion of epistemic normativity that does not exclusively

recent neuroscientific evidence about the two-storage structure of working
memory.41 It furthermore explains the presence of non-conceptual contents
within propositional thought.

apply to propositions.46 In cases where it represents a situation featurally,

41 See Gruber and von Cramon (2003). 42 See Cussins (1992) and Bermúdez (1994).
43 Peacocke (1992), p. 90. 44 See Bermúdez (1994). 45 As suggested by Cussins (1992), p. 677.
46 Success conditions can be used in a semantic theory. See Stalnaker (1984) and Bermúdez (2003a).

But success semantics for a non-propositional format has not yet been proposed.
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an animal does not aim at grasping the truth-value of its thoughts, for
indeed it does not form an explicit representation of itself, nor can it
represent propositional thoughts that can be true or false. This does not
entail that feature-placing does not engage well-formedness conditions and
semantic norms. Some controls are clearly recognized as more cognitively
efficient than others and tend to be selected and exploited because they are
represented as more cognitively efficient. Therefore, sensitivity to norms
of cognitive adequacy might emerge in FPS and FBS. This is a topic for
ongoing research.

Third, some readers might be tempted to object that a number of ani-
mals, such as Portia the salticid spider, do not use any representations
worthy of the name, since their decisions to act are strictly based on condi-
tioning mechanisms. Thus reconstruction of their mental states would be a
vain effort: they do not have any. This argument, however, has been rejected
since the late sixties: as Rescorla and Wagner (), Gallistel (), and
others have shown, associative learning indeed depends on the information
that is represented by an animal, it does not bypass it. The conditioned
stimulus must provide information about the unconditioned stimulus to
generate a response; temporal pairing is not the crucial causal factor, as
was first believed, but contingency. Feature-placing is a representational
format that is compatible with an associative learning theory, in which cues
are selected for their predictive value in relation to a certain affordance.

6. conclusion

This chapter has attempted to sketch a view in which metacognition
can be present in non-humans. Much still remains to be done to com-
pare human with non-human metacognitive ability. More interdisciplinary
work, in particular, needs to be conducted on the four dimensions of non-
conceptual content that might be instrumental for metacognitive episodes
(i.e., mental actions) to be performed. The concept of enrichment suggests
that a thinker may use her folk-theoretical generalizations to describe and
influence her alternative, feature-based epistemic feeling. The question of
whether human metacognition uses a separate feature-placing format, or
is absorbed within the propositional mode of thinking, is still open. But
current research may soon come up with interesting new constraints.

 See Gallistel () for a review.
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